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Abstract: The prime focus of every Supply Chain Management is to deliver products and commodities to cus-
tomer with prior importance to the satisfaction level. Modern times have seen the growth of Electronic com-
merce and E-retailing tremendously over the past few years. In Indian scenario Flipkart and Snap deal are the 
two major players in this industry. A new entrant Amazon.in with a change in their supply chain structure 
came recently and the whole industry started running out of the clutches of the prominent players. However 
Flipkart adapted the supply chain model of their competitor, Amazon.in, and regained its pace in the market. 
The concept of warehousing without a warehouse is practiced by the E-retailers so as to minimize the cost and 
to increase the growth potential. The study shows insights to the new success mantra adapted by E-tailers, 
called as Virtual Warehousing with analysis of the revenue figures, sales increase and the change in the mode 
of operations of the Flipkart. The Output of this study indicates how efficient will be the implementation of 
such a strategy in Indian scenario and how to start up with the cross docking practices.  
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Key Terms and Definitions: 
Cross Docking: The method of shifting goods from 
one vehicle to another without using a storage space 
E-Commerce: The business performed through 
Online transaction of Money 
E-retailers: E-commerce enterprises selling products 
through online websites 
E-tailers: A retailer selling goods through electronic 
transactions on internet. 
LSP-Logistical Service Providers: The people who 
provide logistical services at a fixed cost. 
Market place model: A third party is assigned to 
take care of inventory and products region wise 
where the company sends only the data which is to 
be processed.                           
QC –Quality Control: The method of maintaining 
quality in different phases of Operations. 
Virtual Ware House: A warehouse that never exists 
in reality but only in concepts. 
Introduction: Supply chain management is one of 
the most excitingly researched area for any organiza-
tion, to implement expansion strategy in modern 
times, from the theory of logistics which is known as 
the art of delivering goods or commodity/product 
according to the agreed service levels at the right cost 
to the customer at the right destination in right 
quantity. The focus of logistics in India, now in par-
ticular, is on improvising the customer satisfaction 
through service and cost reduction no longer has the 
highest priority. E-commerce portals such as Flipkart, 
Jabong and others deliver now a days within 96 
hours, where online dealers such as Cakeindia.com 
do it in minimal time of hours than a complete day. 
Distribution has entered the on demand era. The ex-
pectation of almost all the customer for their ordered 
product is to be handed over to them in a desired 

time for their usage. To be competitive, the focus of 
every companies must be on moving product in and 
out of the ware house in the most cost effective, effi-
cient and timely manner possible, while providing the 
services customers demand. They need to position 
distribution as front line business strategy (Jerry vink 
2013) (a).For many, Virtual ware housing through cross 
docking can be a valuable part of this strategy. 
Supply chains do have a major role in the way that 
organisations are accepted in the market. Traditional-
ly the division of people with their functions exists all 
over the organisations, where separate departments 
form separate functions like procurement 
,manufacturing distribution etc in manufacturing 
industries .But the modern business concept makes 
decision making in these departments only a func-
tional mission where the focus is always on the total 
supply chain practice. This is driven by the customer 
segmentation, resulting in meeting the demands of 
the customers 
Cross docking is a simple concept of moving material 
from the receiving dock to shipping dock, bypassing 
storage-perhaps as long standing as warehousing it-
self(Chopra S. et.al ,2011)

1
 .Cross docking reduces in-

ventory carrying costs, transportation costs and costs 
associated with order fulfillment and material han-
dling , holding inventory , moving it ,counting it 
,picking it, and sometimes losing it costs money. 
While not a solution for everyone, cross docking can 
lead a significant role if it fits the business provided 
proper systems and processes are in place to make it 
cost effective. The general drive to reduce stock 
makes the orders increasingly smaller, while the geo-
graphical area that is to be served is larger. The mo-
ment a customer wants an item that is not in stock, it 
is ordered from the supplier and subsequently deliv-
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ered to the customer, sometimes accompanied by 
several stock items. In this manner, assortment be-
comes almost limitless too. Virtual warehousing pos-
sibly answers these challenges in supply chain. 
Objective: The study is carried out to analyse the 
past and present Supply Chain practices by E-
commerce players in Indian market. It is also aimed 
at providing insights in reforming the Supply Chain 
cross docking methods in this globalization era lead-
ing to highly responsive Supply Chain structure and 
effective bypassing of warehousing. 
Methodology: The study was conducted as a de-
scriptive research. The study is based on secondary 
data extracted from the published literature on cross 
docking practices and virtual warehousing strategies 
by E-commerce organisations, focusing on the 
changes in Supply chain strategies of Flipkart. 
Discussion: In order to improve customer service it 
is necessary to collaborate more closely with suppli-
ers and buyers and to exchange information more 
intensely. For subsequent synchronization of the 
flows of goods and information, there is a need for 
smart logistical information systems(Handfield 
.B.H..,et.al., 2009)

2
.The Enterprise Resource Plan-

ning(ERP),Transportation Management System(TMS) 
and Advanced Planning and Scheduling(APS) logisti-
cal standard packages are offering more and more 
functionality but a new concept is required to process 
thin flows. The problems with existing supply chain 
structures for these E-commerce organizations in 
India can be stated easily. In 1990s the supply chain 
consisted of Regional Distribution Centres that deliv-
ered the complete assortment to a country. In 2000, 
the borders were opened which meant that transport 
could proceed more quickly. It is essential that supply 
chain partners develop close relationships and work 
as a team for a cross docking operation to be success-
ful (Ballou, R.H.et.al., 2009)

3. 
The E-retailing industry reported a growth of 34 per-
cent in 2013 with 10 billion dollars of foreign invest-
ments and in 2014 this investments increased to more 
than 900 million dollars .This is expected to grow at a 
compounded rate of 40% over the next half a decade. 
E-retail constitutes for around only one percent of 
total retailing in India when compared to five percent 
in America. This points towards a great growth po-
tential for high time E-retailers in international level. 
E-retailing in India mainly focuses on fashion prod-
ucts and daily usage products such as consumer elec-
tronics, sports utilities, electronic appliances and 
mostly books, products having less touch and feel. 
Books and gifts however are the largest contributors. 
Selling of fashion apparels and other accessories 
through E-commerce is becoming a recent trend as 
the drive is focused on women customers. When 
Flipkart started its functioning, they had employed 
the consignment model of acquiring supplies. Here, 

Flipkart holds the inventory owned by the supplier, 
and buys it from the supplier only when it is sold to 
the customer who have placed order. Since the chan-
nel was new and unproven, this was the most risk-
free way to operate. Later this was discontinued and 
inventory was purchased to ensure superior delivery 
times and customer satisfaction. But with other in-
vestments (Foreign Direct Investments-FDI) favoring 
the market positioned model in 2013, they changed 
their business model to marketplace model (www. 
Businesstoday.intoday.in) 

(b).
 

E-commerce players are always worried about the 
implementation of the business models as customers 
behave rational. E-retailers all over the world have 
recognized the following types of products as being 
suitable for virtual warehousing: 

· Re ordered items 

· Promotional items  

· Items in steady demand 

· Products that are highly valued  

· Products with less lead times. 
On the other hand the items not effective in cross 
docking can be classified as: 

· Products which are bulky in nature 

· Products that comes before promotions begin 

· Slow and low priced items 

· Products with long lead times 
With a marketplace model, Flipkart no longer has an 
inventory of its own, rather buyers can deal with 
sellers directly and the delivery will be done by Flip-
kart. The model is similar to ebay India and Ama-
zon.in. At present, the entire inventory of Flipkart is 
being managed by WS Retail India Pvt Ltd, which is 
Flipkart’s pet project. While WS Retail India Pvt Ltd 
will continue to be one of the sellers, Flipkart has 
added more than 50 sellers to its list. In this way the 
efficiency and profitability of Flipkart is increased due 
to this transshipment model or cross docking model 
that they have adopted. 
It is static truth that virtual warehousing poses more 
challenge and complex problems during its formation 
phase and operation phase. It is always subject to the 
approaches by different organizations and the man-
agements and the difference in the objectives. The 
uncertainty in the business environment today is one 
among the other tough competitions that the logis-
tics face. The increasing volume of traffic is also a 
factor in this case. Flexibility in transportation be-
comes a major topic for discussion as uncertainty is 
to be dealt with. An effective cross docking is always 
prevented by the rigid and unrealistic prejudice by 
the supply chain partners. 
In retailing all these concepts are referred to the king 
of cross docking, the US based retailer Wal-Mart. In 
fact, the company’s rise in this field is notified as the 
best example for the development of a virtual ware 
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house strategy (cross docking). Wal-Mart delivers 
about 88 percent of its merchandise using this tech-
nique .where suppliers form a part of the entire pro-
cess and using private satellite systems of communi-
cation the point of sale is transmitted by the compa-
ny to the suppliers and they are repeatedly informed 
about the trends and the recent activities. These sup-
pliers readily cross dock the orders without going for 
inventory storage. This idea was taken from them by 
the amazon.in and later by the competitor Flipkart 
recently which paved the way for their recent success 
over the Indian Market. 
Analysis and Findings: Cross docking is one of the 
many strategic initiative being employed by compa-

nies such as the E-retailers mentioned above. Such 
companies are embracing the Distribution On De-
mand (DOD) approach as they focus on driving costs 
out of their operations while satisfying customer de-
mand. These companies are moving away from a stat-
ic distribution model as they seek to be more com-
petitive in the marketplace. A severe trend has been 
noticed from surveys that the Indian retail market is 
shifting its priority towards OnlinE-retailing as the 
growth in OnlinE-retailing has increased tremen-
dously during the past half a decade. This indicates 
the preference of rational customer of their satisfac-
tion level with the service provided by the onlinE-
retailers than the store based sellers. 

 
Fig 1: OnlinE-retail Market growth in India over the past decade (in Rs.Billions) 

 
Source:http://www.slideshare.net/meriajnabi 

 
The above figure clearly indicates the fluctuating 
trend of Indian retail market which is moving to-
wards the online E-retail rather than the store based 
retail in the past few years. This trend may be due to 
the prompt delivery followed by the E-retailers and 
the desired customer satisfaction level maintained by 
them. From a start up of 15 billion Rupee market it 
have now grown to more than 300 billion Rupees, 
with a projected sales of more than 500 billion Ru-
pees in 2016. 
A closer look at the growth of E-retailers reveals 
about the demographic segment which opt for E-
retail in India and which give least preference when 

compared to store based retailing. It is reported that 
the demographic preference of E-retailing when 
compared to the store based retailing is high. Modern 
times always show a high purchasing power growth 
in the youth and a decline while moving towards the 
age limit more than 40.The Indian scenario is a per-
fect example for the youth being the highest purchas-
er in the market after globalization. The purchasing 
behavior of Indian youth always depends on the time-
ly availability and reliability of the product. More 
than that the service level factors are also a major 
criteria for the current decade.  

 
Fig 2: Online consumers Age in percentage of Indian Sub-continent with comparison to the global market 
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Source: http://www.slideshare.net/meriajnabi 

 
Figure (2) clearly indicates that the people within the 
age group of 15-34 forms the major customer segment 
in online E-retailing. It is understood that the work-
ing people lack time to go for shopping and do other 
errands in modern times as their work time is higher 
when compared to the other segments. So they de-
pend on the E-commerce players more than the store 
based retailers. If given proper customer satisfaction 

through prompt and timely delivery of products, the 
demographic range of 15 to 34 prefer E-retailing more 
than the traditional way.  
The reported sales for the Indian E-commerce giant 
Flipkart throws another insight on the discussion 
topic as the increase in their sales is tremendous once 
they adopted the cross docking strategy brought by 
amazon.in. 

 
Fig 3: Reported revenue of Flipkart for the two consecutive financial years 2011-2012 and 2012-1013 

 
Source:http://www.privco.com/privco-inside-indias-amazoncom-flipkart/ 

 
Figure (3) depicts the growth in the annual revenue 
of Flipkart, the Indian E-commerce giant, after the 

implementation of cross docking after 2012. This fig-
ure alone is enough to show the difference in the suc-
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cess of the entire concept of Virtual ware housing 
through cross docking as the traditional Inventory 
warehousing strategies of the company is out done 
and cross docking is much more efficient in fetching 
a revenue of more than 190 million Dollars for the  
consecutive financial year. 
In 2011, when a comparative study of the E-commerce 
players based on the functions that they perform 
were studied, the difference in the strategy of Flipkart 
was easily plotted. The study divided the entire func-
tions of E-retailers on six catagories namely; Catalog 
maintaining, Inventory management, Sourcing, Ship-
ping, Delivery and Customer Service. These factors 

were taken as the major drivers in the entire supply 
chain practice of the organisations which determine 
the complete operations of the E-commerce players 
and the survey clearly indicated how each player ad-
dresses the mode of operation. The study took the 
major six players in Indian industry for analysis. 
Namely: Snap Deal, Flipkart, Infibeam, Tradus, E bay 
and Shopclues. These players were recognized on the 
basis of the products that they sell. These E-
commerce giants deal with almost all the products 
available in market except automotives and very few 
other products. The output of the survey is shown in 
Table no.1. 

 
Table 1: The Mode Of Operation Of Various Functions By The Major E- Commerce Players In Indian Industry 

Of Online-Retailing For The Year 2011. 

Website Catalog Inventory Sourcing Shipping Delivery Customer  
service 

Snap deal Seller seller Seller self Logistics Co Self 

Flipkart Self self self Self Self Self 

Infibeam Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

Tradus Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

E Bay Seller Seller seller Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

Shopclues Seller Seller Seller Self Logistics Co Self 

Source: http://mayank.name/category/start-up/ 
 
The above table infers the mode of operation of Flip-
kart before the implementation of the cross docking 
and outsourcing strategies in their supply chain. The 
Year 2012 was the critical year in which the entire 
supply chain concepts of Flipkart was redesigned and 

which reflected tremendously in the sales and the 
revenue of the company. 
The same survey was conducted on the business 
models of these E-commerce players again in the year 
2013. This reflected a major change in the operating 
procedures of Flipkart. 

 
Table 2: The Mode of Operation of Various Functions by the Major E-Commerce Players in Indian Industry of 

Online-Retailing for the Year 2013 

Website Catalog Inventory Sourcing Shipping Delivery Customer  
service 

Snap deal Seller seller Seller self Logistics Co Self 

Flipkart Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Self Self Self 

Infibeam Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

Tradus Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

E Bay seller Seller seller Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

Shopclues Seller Seller Seller Seller + Self Logistics Co Self 

Source: http://mayank.name/category/start-up/ 
 
The difference in the mode of Catalog maintaining, 
Inventory Management and Sourcing by Flipkart have 
resulted in a huge change in the revenue for the 
company. Keeping the focus on Supply chain Strate-
gies, the company however seems to have captured 
the market attention in a short span of time.  A major 
impact in the revenue of the organisation was 
achieved with a minor change in the decisions re-
garding the supply chain. This is the exact impact of 

Cross docking strategy, once it is practiced in appro-
priate way. 
Practical implications: This paper has direct impli-
cations in planning improvements for supply chain re 
engineering in warehousing decisions regarding E-
commerce in India. Cross docking systems can lead 
to prompt delivery, higher profitability, better cus-
tomer service and zero warehousing. And this will 
enable secondary support functions to enhance long-
term core competencies.  
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Cross docking is predominantly suitable for firms 
who wish to deliver orders of shorter size and lead 
times in a relatively bigger market. The cost of stor-
age will be high in all other models and this cost has 
to be recovered from the sales through high customer 
service and transportation efficiency. This explains 
why cross docking is applied particularly in modern 
world industries where transportation and related 
costs forms a limited share in cost price. Mean while 
the transport of the combined orders have to be done 
effectively. This is why these concepts develop among 
large shippers and LSPs(Logistics Service Provid-
ers).However the order size reduction will result in 
more and more cross docking plans. 
To practice virtual warehousing, the following steps 
have to be taken. 
1. Service is the major criterion which acts as the 

driving force for change. The desired levels of ser-
vice are driven by Commerce and Logistics to-
gether. Hence the first step involves the prepara-
tion of a strategic plan for achieving the desired 
service level. 

2. The next step involves design of the new structure 
in Logistics and Supply chain to enable computa-
tion of the costs and benefits associated with it. 

3. Enlisting of the necessary changes in all the fac-
tors such as Transportation, Inventory storage and 
Warehousing, and the inter relations of these will 
result in the changes and defining the sub tasks to 
be executed in IT, Layout, Procedures and Pro-
cesses, Equipments used. 

4. Final step involves the implementation of all the 
sub tasks one by one, the first subtask being the 
connection of Information Systems for good visi-
bility on the commodity flows to activate virtual 
warehousing .  

Stringent Quality Control (QC) operations are in-
creasingly important as the volume of cross dock 
business increases, especially when handling new 
suppliers. Good QC is essential to avoid delays, bot-
tlenecks, or the costs associated with shipping inferi-
or product. Inability to establish a good working rela-
tionship can lead to failure in a cross dock endeavor. 
It is to be noted that pure virtual warehousing does 
not work always .but it has been a major instrument 
in helping organizations to reduce cost in inventory 
holding and expediting orders. However it is not a 

perfect replacement for inventory storage. It becomes 
a questionable action in cases like late order changes, 
order cancellation, stock out from the side of shipper, 
outbound vehicle space utilization and many other 
similar situations, even with the best technological 
instruments on practice.A mutually acceptable ap-
proach on the other hand provides some degree of 
aid to support cross docking approach.  
Findings: 
1. From the above research it was found that the 

onlinE-retailing sector in India is growing with a 
great pace. And the demographic segment be-
tween 15 to 34 are preferring onlinE-retailing when 
compared to the store based retailing. 

2. The growth of Flipkart after 2012 was tremendous 
when compared to the previous year revenue. This 
can be said as the result of the implementation of 
cross docking practices in their Supply chain 
strategies in 2012. 

3. When monitored properly, Cross docking practic-
es brings a lot many changes in warehousing deci-
sions, which inturn affects the revenue of the 
company and the timely delivery of products 
through which desired level of service is achieved. 

Limitations: The major limitation of the study is 
that it is only comparative in nature. Broad prospects 
of the theme has not been taken into research. The 
assumptions made for the study is about the pub-
lished data from the companies are real and non leni-
ent. The data is of past records of 2015 to the maxi-
mum as the rest was not published. 
Conclusion: The cross docking approach helps the 
manufacturer in maintaining production economy 
and also in fulfilling partner needs in the entire Sup-
ply Chain Network. The saying “no warehousing 
seems to be the best warehousing strategy” is the 
main driver of the modern day business. If properly 
monitored and executed, cross docking serves as a 
major element or tool for harmonizing the entire 
supply chain in production of space, man power and 
cost reduction. Virtual warehousing however seems 
to be the typical concept of growth in E-retailing in-
dustry by sharing of information, clear communica-
tion, confidence in the quality and conformance of 
goods, and product availability as few characteristics 
that produce effective cross docking. 
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